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Hello Teachers, 

Thank you so much for encouraging our kids and giving 

them chance to participate in such a wonderful event. 

The Annual Function was a wonderful event with a 

flawless planning and tremendous execution. There were 

places when our hearts skipped a beat. We were unable 

to recognize that our small kids have grown so much.  

We are really thankful and proud. 

Shweta Singh, M/O Saanvi Singh 

PP B  

Dear Teachers, 

 

Congratulations to entire team of BBPS so organizing such a wonderful function. As parents 

we are so focused on noticing our kids performance in events like these but at times we 

forget or don't realize the amount of hard work, preparations, creative inputs that goes into 

to make such performance so wonderful and enjoyable. 

Really appreciable, just a reflection as why kids were enjoying so much on stage. 

A big thank you to all. 

Keerat Chhabra (PSB) 

My daughter, Moana is an introvert child was 

performing like a dance pro ! 

Words fail me to express my gratitude towards all 

the teachers and the management staff to 

organised such a grand show with the little ones. 

The Singing performance had me in tears. 

Goosebumps all throughout.  

Thanks a lot                     

Moana Gupta, PP F 



 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations 💐 to all the teachers and the entire 

team who organised such a fabulous show. It was 

great to see all the kids perform so well with lot of 

confidence. It couldn't be possible without your hard 

work. We saw the efforts on everybody's 

performance. It was a blockbuster show.  

 

We   are   speechless   and   words   are not   enough 

to say about   such a   great   performance 

Regards 

Murthy & Sirisha 

Parents of Keyansh Revu, PPA 

Good evening Mam, 

  

I would like to congratulate to all the teachers 

and staff who made this event a grand 

success. The kids performed gracefully and 

confidently. The whole experience was 

overwhelming. Hats off to the teachers, 

principal, management for putting hardwork 

and making the show a great success. Special 

Thanks to you for giving kids so much love and 

warmth which helps kids take out fear of the 

stage, being expressive and make 

comfortable on the stage. 

M/O Suryavi Mishra ,PP-A 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to you for 

organizing such a wonderful annual day function. kids 

have performed wonderfully well. I want to thank whole 

teachers staff, principal, organizing committee for putting 

up wonderful events with little kids. Your hard work put 

in was clearly visible in the performance of the child who 

performed with so much energy and enthusiasm. Thank 

you so much for loving and taking care of kids. 

Ankita (Shanaya  Sharma mother), PS D 

Ma'am  

Let me first congratulate to all the teachers and 

staff who made this event a grand success. The 

kids performed gracefully and confidently. The 

whole experience was overwhelming. Hats off 

to the teachers, principal, management for 

putting hardwork and making a show a great 

success. 

Meher Kumar, (PS-B) 

Dear Teachers, 

On behalf of the parents, I wanted to express our heartfelt gratitude for all the hard work 

and dedication you put into making our children's annual function such a success. Your 

efforts and commitment did not go unnoticed, and we are truly grateful for everything you 

have done. From preparing them for their performances to ensuring that everything ran 

smoothly on the day of the function. Your patience, your kindness, and your unwavering 

support throughout this journey truly made a difference in our children's lives. We are 

grateful for all the extra hours you put in, for staying late after school, and for always being 

there to offer guidance and mentorship when our children needed it the most. Your 

dedication to our children's education and well-being is truly inspiring, and we are 

fortunate to have such amazing teachers like you. Thank you for helping our children to 

believe in themselves, for encouraging them to dream big, and for showing them that with 

hard work and determination, they can achieve anything they set their minds to. You have 

truly made a difference in their lives, and we will always remember this experience with 

fondness. Once again, thank you for everything you have done 🙏. You are exceptional 

teachers, and we feel privileged to have had the opportunity for our children to learn from 

you. SIDDHI , PP B 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Today's annual day event gives a confidence in our 

little ones. It was a wonderful experience. 

A big thanks to our Principal Mam, Head of pre 

primary Sarika mam and all the teachers and those 

who helped and engaged in making today's event at 

its best.It's a show full of hopes and joy. 

A great applause to the entire team of BBPS for 

making our kids a shinning star. ☺Parents of Ekanshi 

Jha 

P.s. - C 

Thanku for making my child Kashvi Goyal of Pp- 

D to explore new ways of doing things through 

this annual function. All the teachers (specially 

team members of Bedu Pako dance) are 

wonderful. I am grateful to you all. You give the 

confidence to my child to dream big. Beautiful 

message delivered today to us. 

Regards 

M/ O - KASHVI GOYAL( PP – D) 

Today's annual day function was spectacular in 

every respect - performances, costumes, vision, 

thought, story process, music, selection of beats 

and songs, anchoring, everything. We as 

parents of Aarohi Sangar enjoyed every bit of it. 

They will definitely learn co-curricular activities 

in addition to academics. A big thank you to 

Principal madam, all the teachers,  other school 

staff and kids for making it a grand success. 

Aarohi Sanger, PP A 

Bravo to all tiny tots..                Congratulations to all teachers, parents and students. Really 

it was a super se bhi upar show.It was a wonderful feeling as a parent and all kids were 

super energetic and we enjoyed a lot.. Feeling proud to be a part of Bal Bharti public 

school,Noida.Many congratulations and thanks to each and every staff and team member 

P/O Aarvi Srivastava, PP-G 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The annual day performance was 

awesome. The biggest credit goes to the 

teachers, because without them the day 

would not be possible. Thanks to the 

teachers to give the children a 

opportunity to show their talent. 

Congratulations         for a successful 

Annual function       

Adhiraj Adlakha, I B 

Such a great successful event....all credit goes to the uncountable efforts of all the teachers 

and our tiny tots. 

Thanks a lot vibha Ma'am and to all the teachers of the primary section for giving this 

platform to the kids to showcase the talent. 

                Krishu Agarwal, PS C 

PS C 

 

We thank you for grooming vivan and all kids to 

perfect dancers. It was indeed a wonderful function. 

hats off to all the teachers n staff for working so 

hard with kids and making annual day a grand 

success. It surely reminded me my school days and i 

lived it through all ur efforts. Special thanks to bal 

bharati feternity for all this. Looks forward for more 

learning from you for vivan n all kids. 

 

 Vivan ,I A 

Good Morning Ma'am. 

 

Many thanks for giving Utkarsh to perform on stage and grooming him and all other kids . 

Indeed it was such a wonderful performance. 

All credit goes to you and your team ...Cheers                         

Utkarsh Ujjain 

I D 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WE REMAIN GRATEFUL TO OUR PARENTS FOR 

SHARING THEIR VALUABLE AND 

ENCOURAGING FEEDBACK. 

Superb performance by all the kids , and 

commendable job by the teachers and staff 

members to bring this wonderful show forward. 

Really enjoyed every second of the show . 

Specially the bhangra performance was so 

energetic ( bit partial to bhangra ofcourse        

coz of our kids) . But overall the show was 

absolutely superb. Big hurray for the teachers 

and other staff members. What an epic end to a 

wonderful wonderful session . 

Mehraansh, PPG 

Thank you so much for giving the child a 

beautiful opportunity and memorable 

experience to begin the journey in early 

academic life. 

It was indeed an amazing   and a wonderful 

grand show!! 

Thank you 

Regards 

P/o Anaisha Vadlamani (PS-B) 

Congratulations for well organised annual day function. It was really amazing. Hats off to 

all the teachers for giving their efforts. Myra enjoyed a lot while doing practice for the day.  

Myra Yadav PPG 


